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This paper identifies the kind of affirmative action

program that has the best chance of working in the area of

postsecondary education. The principles involved in the

paper can be generalized bp apply to any area, however. The

meaning of "affirmative action program",as used in this paper
«mo

is any insti,tutional Program which has the aim of increasing

minority access, sUrvival and upward mobility within the

<of institution. The two theses which will be,presented in the

paper are: 1) ethical and legal strategies are insufficient

to accomplish the aim of an. affirmative action program, and

2) a pragmatic strategy, which appeaas to the interests's-of !Hy---

the majority as well As to -Ehe interest's of the minority, is

necessary for ,t4 success of an.affirmative action program.

Ethical Strateq'y

There is a principle in philosophical ethics called the

principle of compensatory justice. This principle dictates

that an equitable compensation is owed parties who have

suffered injury in the past. According to this principle,

a fcase could be made, on one side, thatlsince black people

have been victimized for three hundred and fifty years in

America by slavery and institutiOnal racism,,they should be

entitled to the benefits of affirmative action on the basis

of compensatory justice. On the other side(,4lowever, a case
!' 4

could be made that the present rights of the *lite majority

itiaY not be violated in-Order to redress past injustice, since
KM.

3
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it was not the members of the present majority who caused the

injustice.

There is another principle in ethibs called the principle

of distiibutive justice. This principle statesthat the dis-

tribution of goods or opportunities in society should take

place in'a way that tends tó eliminate present inequities.

According to this :principle, a.case codld be, made, on the one

side, that affirMatte action would provide a mechanism fer

the more equitabte distribution of Opportunity insociety.

On the other side, the case could be made cthat such a mechanism,

basedas it is simply on a racial classification, is completely .

irrelevant. That is, the sole fact of what race a person

belongs toshould never be a relevant consideration in,

employment matters, even if, that consideration is supposedly

"benign."

Finally, there is an ethical printiple calle'd formal

equality. This principle states that equals should be treated

equalli7 and unequals should be treated unequally. According

to this principle, a case could be made, on one'side, that'

a neutral, non-preferential opportunity program would be

equitable only if everyone were in a relatively similar
Si

situation, but since everyone is not so situated, affirmative

action is justified. On the other side, a case could be made

that, granted that everyone is not similarly situated, the wAy

to remedy this is to focus on the needs of individuals ra,ther

tha,1 to structure programs for whole racial groups.

As can be se#A, the principles of philosophical ethics

are open to.conflicting interpretations. Thus, the choice of an



ethjecal basis as the.strategy for an affillmative action program

is not likely to attract the,kind of broad-based coneensus

which is needed to support such.a program, since the question

of whether this is the "righe! thingto do will be perennially

controversial.

Legal Strategy

Legality can be thought of as adherence to law, with law

being defined, as a rule of conduct set up by commurlity

authority.

Perhaps the chief merit pf legality as .a strategic basis

for affirmative action is that it emphasizes that affirmative

action is the official policy of the nation. It also puts

the power of'federal enforcement behind this policy. A
0

numbdr of empirical studies have shown, however; tha'L government
*

regulation of affirmative action 11-rogtams in the'field of

postsecondary education has been less than successful.
1 One

problem of government-regulated affirmative action programs is

that these programs utilize a simplisticcsystems-analysis

approach. They mandate that a worls force analysis be made

periodically and that goals and timetables be established.

great deal of record-keeping is necessitated, but only a

"good faithl" effort is required rather than a showing of

substantial results.

Another problem of basing a strategy for affirmative

action on grounds of legality is that these grounds are liable

to shift. Consider that it was less than one hundred and

fifty years ago that Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney Wrote in

Dred Scott tr. Sandford (Lc/ (1857) that black people, Whether



slave or gree, were so far inferior to whites that they had'

no rights which whites were bound to respect.
2 tt was less .

than one hundred years ago - and after the Fourteenth Amendment

was passed - that the Supreme Court stated in its decision in

Plessy v. Ferguson (1896):

We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff's

argument to consist in the assumption,that the enforced

,separation of the two racep stamps the colored race

x4ith a badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not

ty, reason of anything found in the act, but solely

because the Colored race-chooses to put that con-.

strucion on it Legislation is powerless to

eradicate racial instincts or to abolish distinctions

based upon physical differences, and the attempt to

do so can only result in accentuating the difficulties

of the present situation.3

While it is doubtful that our law will again revert to such

-racIst interpretations, it is well to remember that law is not

immutable. In the 1960s and 70s affirmative action wal

aggressively pursued by the government. More recently, however,

legal support for this policy has weakened. This can be clearly

seen in the judicial area in tht relatively conservative

decision ofJthe Supreme Court in the Bakke case.
4 In this case,

the Court held that race may be one of a number of factors in an

admissions decision, but it may not be the controlling factOr.

It can also be clearly seen in the executive area in the Reagan

administration's policy of eliminating anything'connected with

affirmative action which is interpreted as involving -"quotas."



'The more basic difficulty w.ith -law as a Strategic basis

is that it it simply mot able to serve at asufficient ration-

ale, in 4.tself, for a social policy like affirmative action.

1 -

Lawffis meant to serve as a codification and basis for adju-

dication bf policy which is already valued for some reason.

John Dewey'affirmed this point in 1897, saying that "All reforms

which rest simply upon the'enactment of law, or the threatening

of certain penalties, or upon changes in mechanical or outward

, arrangements, are transitory and futile.
05 Ludwig Wittgenstein,

alsori hat said: "There must indeed be some kind of ethical

reward and ethical punishment, but they must rpside in the

action itself."
6 In other words, affirmative action cannot

effectively be based on external incentives (e.g., getting or

keeping government contracts) or on fear (e.g., avoidance of

court suits) , but rather on the understanding that affirmative
0

action,is to the benefit of the postsecondary institution

itself at well as t the benefit of all 81 thelindividuals
iont

,associated with the institution.'

Pragmatic Considerations

The pragma ic approach is one based on utility, measured

in terms of results or consequences-. Pragmatism thus focuses

on the effectiveness of a program or policy as a means to an

end, rather than on.the intrinsic qualities of the program or

policy itself. This basis for affirmative action cannot b

critiqued in an abstract fashion apart from some specified

end for which it serves as a means, for, in the pragthatic'

perspective, the means must always be justified by,the end.
a

Therefore, the following scenario is offered as one tactic.to
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illustrate how affirmativve- action might be motivated by a

pragmatic strategy.

It-is-generally acknowledged that most' Postsecondary

institutions will face the possibility of a serious decline

in enrollment in the next two decades. Indeed, the AMerican

Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officeris---

and the College Entrance Examination Board have reported that

postsecondary education-is already a buyer's market.
7 Not so

widely recognizd is the facE that, when the demographic

changes which are ncdw climbing the educational ladder reach

the postsecondary rung, some significant changes may occur

'in the composition of tne postsecondary population. Kerr, has

forecasted that, "it is quite possible that a greater proportion

of minority group members will, in the near future, attend college

than of the white Maj'or:_ty."8 This forecast is supported by

a Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher EducatiOn report.

The report, after affirming that "under the conditions of the

next two.decades, consuLlr scvereignty may well prevail largely

undisputed in most institutions," goes oh to predict that more

white women, more blacks.and more Hispanics will be attending

. college, despite a general decline in enrollment.
9 Speaking

4

of blacks in particular, the report states:

We expect that their attendance rates will equal those

of whites. They already exceed those for whites within

the same income rahges. We expect attendance rates

for blacks in the top half of the overall income

range to exceed those for whites in the top half of

the overall income range, but we expect attendance



rates for Jolacks in-the bottom halk of the overall

income range to remain below those for whites in-that

half of the overall income range. Some parts of the

black community are moving ahead faster than others.

--,. Blacks, also, are becoming a'higher proportion of

all youths.
10 '9

Given these demographic'changes, it seems prObable that

postsecondary educatioh will become-a buyer's market' for

-

minority students. In this event, postsecondary institutions

will most likely become more concerned with minority student

reCruitment and minorkty student retention since these factors

will become importambin maintaining enrollment, as the volume

of the traditional majority clientele begins to decline. In

other words, pragmatic considerations will naturally incline

poStsecondary institutions to recruit and retain minority

students. But in order to recruit and retain minority students
a

in the time of a buyer's market, plostsecondary institutions '

will have to address the problems of making themselves more

socially, 'culturally, economically end politically attractive

to minority students: 'One element involved in these problems

'the small percentage of minority staff presently employed

3

in most postsecondary institutions. Without more representative

numbers of minorities on institutional staffs, a number of

dilfficulties may well ensue:

1) minority students will stiffer from -lack of)role models;
9

2) counseling for minority students by sympathetic Minority

faculty will be more difficult to find; 3) the correcting

of prejudiCial stereotypes about minorities will be hampered;



4) opportunities for the growth of minority students' self-
.

respect will'be diminished; 5) the promotion of intercultural
G

and interracial undefstanding and/cooperation will be inhibited;

6) teaching and research concern'S which miglit'benefit from a

minority perspective will be less adequately pursued; 7) the

provision of a source for future minority faculty, will be'

enda gered; 8) postsecondary institutipns will be seen as

hypoc)iitical in that they will nOt ippear pursue the spirit

of the a'ffirmative action
fr

policy which fiy proclaim; and
,

9) other social, economic and politicaltsconsiderations of a

longer range,,less L, ific, less_predictable, buinone the

less real character, will'be affected.

S.

To avoid these difficulties, an appeal might be made to
,tft

institutional and individual self-interest in order to motivate-

affirmative action:and-increas,e thelauMber of minority staff.

Majority faculty and administrators, who might otherwise re-
,

gard affirmative.action programs as improper intervention in

the traditional process of autonomous peer selection, might be

led to understand that if more minorities are not appointed'

and if the attenaant difficulties described above occur, then

,
growth and even survival of some postsecondary units or programs

in an Institution - and consequently, cOntinued employment of

the present majority personnel within those units or programp

will.be threatened because of loss of minority enrollment. Where

.
.

.

ethical or legal reasons may not'provide sufficient motivation
4.

to increase minority staff, these pragmatic considerations,

-' based on the awareness that what is in *the minority interest

,is also in' the'interest of instittitional stbility and eventually
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in the' interest of 'the majority indiVidual's job security,

// A
. A

may, provide such motivation: It sheuAld"be notedthat these

_consideratiOns are not entirely of tha extrinsic incentive
,

variety. They stress, ins-4ead, 'the realization that the
'

interests of the majority and thenority are eonfluent.

It is not suggested hereOphat moral.;.or legal motivat ons

sheald be abandbned, however% Such motivatione-are neeessary,

but they Are hot suffi)dent.

It may be that.the particular pragmAt c taCtic offered

I:57' way of example in the above scenarib wiNia nOt prove

convincing. However, the scenario is meant, dimply tobillustrate

- the kind of pragmatià strategy which may 'have-the.best chance

of'underpinning an effective affirmative. action-effort. It

may be that .other pragmatic tActics would prove more con-

vincing, e.g., the avoidance of violence whi:ch could result

' if the oppressive non-pluralistic structuring of society as.,
1;?

not changed. The.effectiveness of the-strategy is what the

writers seek to emphasize, not the tactics.-
7

The principle disadvantage of pragmatism as afstrategy
0

4

for affirmative action is that it is two-edgea. it should

appear at some time to the majotity that increasing the number

of minori.ty staff and students is not in the majority',s best

interest, then the efficienn of this strategy would-be lost.

To prevent this, an awareness might be developed that what is

in the minority's interest is eventually in the maj'prity's

41;

interest, e.g., that increasing the number of minority students

and minority staff is good for everybody in posts)condAry

education - minority and majority-alike.-
..

`7
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Concluiion

Historically, no sOnificant'majority has ever yielded

ground to a minority unles's it was perceiveq -CO be in the,

majority's own best interest to'do sb.''Thissis to say that

no matter how moral people's rhetoric might be, no matter how

law-abiding they might believe that their tradition is,
/

when'it domes to the point-of action,,most pgople will

respond in a selfrintereited manner. Therefbre, unless,a

Apragmatic strategy for affirmative action is adopted, the,'

-status quc>will probably not.change%
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